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Introduction 

 

Alpha Housing’s mission is ‘To be the landlord of choice for, and to improve the quality of the lives of 

our tenants through the provision of affordable, good quality, sustainable housing and services.’ 

We believe this has been achieved in 2019-20, especially in relation to value for money. 

 

Alpha is committed to taking an increasingly strategic approach to delivering Value for Money (VFM) 

for our tenants. According to sector benchmarking organisation Housemark, VFM ‘is the balancing 

act of achieving the ideal relationship between the value that is created for the money and 

resources available. It is achieved through adherence to the three ‘E’s - economy, efficiency and 

effectiveness. Achieving value for money requires organisations to be clear about their respective 

purpose to define what value means in their own context and being able to present that information 

in a way that allows all stakeholders the opportunity to access and understand it.’ 

 

One of the main ways Alpha is developing our understanding of VFM is through participation in the 

full Housemark annual benchmarking exercise, as well as the streamlined ‘Sector Scorecard’ 

initiative which has been embraced by social landlords across the UK. 

 

Sector Scorecard 

 

Alpha’s Value for Money statement for 2018-19 was usefully informed by comparative Sector 

Scorecard data from a range of NI housing associations. At the time of writing, no comparative data 

is yet available on the Housemark website for 2019-20, other than our own. Therefore, this 

Statement will primarily consider changes to Alpha’s own performance over the past year. 

 

Below is a comparison of Alpha’s Sector Scorecard data for 2019-20 alongside our figures for 

2018-19, highlighting how these results confirm Alpha’s commitment to ensuring VFM and 

continuous improvement within our operations: 

 



 
 

 

 

➢ High-quality services / Overall satisfaction 

 

Alpha’s top priority is to provide high-quality services to our existing tenants. We believe this 

has been achieved during 2019-20. The overall satisfaction measure is a key indicator of how 

our tenants feel we are meeting this goal. 

 

Alpha’s first independent ‘STAR’ survey of tenant satisfaction, completed in 2018-19, found 

that 95% of Alpha Housing customers were satisfied with the service they receive from their 

landlord, and 67% would be highly likely to recommend Alpha Housing to a friend or family 

member. 

 

We believe these high levels of customer satisfaction have been sustained in 2019-20. This 

will be formally tested again in 2020-21, when the STAR survey is repeated (as per the two-

year cycle required by the Housemark benchmarking Alpha participates in annually). 

 

➢ Operating Margin 

 

To fulfil organisational objectives including the building of new homes, the Alpha Board 

recognises the need to generate consistently higher surpluses than have been achieved in 

recent years. Therefore, the increase in operating margin from 9.5% to 14.6% over the last 

year is very welcome. 

 

Although some of this increase can be explained by 2019-20 being a ‘53 week rent year’, 

overall operating costs are being successfully controlled and reduced slightly when 

compared with 2018-19. Looking forward we expect operating costs to increase in 2020-21, 

as Alpha invests in development capacity to allow us to build high quality new homes.  

 

Indicator Value 2019-20 2018-19

Operating margin 14.61% 9.53%

Operating margin (social housing lettings) 14.87% 9.69%

Interest Cover - EBITDA (MRI) 2430.62% 2756.91%

Units developed (absolute) A:  Social 0 0

Units developed (absolute) B: Non-Social 0 0

New supply delivered % A:  Social 0.00% 0.00%

New supply delivered % B: Non-Social 0.00% 0.00%

Gearing -13.77% -12.61%

Overall satisfaction % 94.50% 94.50%

Reinvestment % 7.43% 2.02%

Investment in community activities 29,150£                     38,410£                            

Return on capital employed (ROCE) 2.50% 1.57%

Management cost per unit 779£                          743£                                 

Service charge cost per unit 831£                          748£                                 

Maintenance cost (planned, cyclical, reactive and non-capitalised major repairs) per unit 1,012£                       1,273£                              

Major repairs (capitalised only) cost per unit 1,215£                       558£                                 

Other social housing costs cost per unit 577£                          516£                                 

Headline social housing cost per unit 4,414£                       3,838£                              

Overheads as a percentage of adjusted turnover

Ratio of responsive repairs to planned maintenance 0.30 0.55

Occupancy 98.77% 100.00%

Rent collected from current and former tenants as a percentage of the rent due (excluding arrears b/f) 99.91% 100.20%



➢ Interest Cover 

 

Alpha continued to enjoy a very healthy interest cover ratio for 2019-20. This is due to the 

Association’s exceptionally low level of private borrowing. However, Alpha has just signed a 

new loan facility agreement with Danske Bank for up to £10 million, and, as this is utilised 

over the coming years, the level of interest cover is expected to reduce significantly. To 

ensure ongoing compliance this and other bank covenant ratios will be monitored closely by 

the Audit and Governance committee and Board at every meeting, aided by a new 

Covenants Register. 

 

➢ Units Developed 

 

Having not developed for many years, Alpha again did not build any new homes in 2019-20. 

However, Alpha recognises our obligation to help contribute towards meeting significant 

unmet housing needs in NI. 

 

Therefore, we are pleased to have achieved a ‘start on site’ for our exemplar development 

of 14 ‘Category 1’ two-bedroom apartments for independent elderly in east Belfast. These 

incorporate the HAPPI principles, the blueprint for high-quality housing for older people. 

 

In furtherance of Alpha’s development ambitions, in 2019-20 the Board also committed to 

an aspirational target of building 220 new social homes over the next five years; a new 

Development Manager was recruited to oversee this process; and a £10 million loan facility 

was agreed with Danske Bank to fund this activity. 

 

➢ Gearing 

 

During 2019-20, Alpha’s gearing (level of debt in relation to assets) remained exceptionally 

low. This position demonstrates the scope Alpha currently has to borrow to help fund new 

homes. Our longer term financial planning models confirm that even when Alpha utilises our 

£10 Million loan facility with Danske Bank, we will continue to have headroom to secure 

more funding to meet corporate objectives without compromising our strong financial 

position. 

 

➢ Reinvestment 

 

The level of reinvestment increased significantly from 2% to 7.4% during 2019-20.  Alpha has 

always prioritised reinvesting in our property assets, doing so in an efficient and planned 

manner, and in 2019-20 we spent £1.4 Million on planned cyclical maintenance and major 

repairs. However, our reinvestment in the development of new properties during 2019-20 

contributed to the significant percentage increase on this measure over the last year.  

 

 



➢ Investment in community activities 

 

Alpha continued to invest significantly in community activities during 2019-20. Although this 

was hampered by the emergence of coronavirus in the later part of the year, we still 

supported and encouraged several community initiatives. This included using our communal 

areas to host activities that benefited both our tenants and the community such as the 

‘Happy Hatchlings’ baby yoga group; working with Ulster Wildlife to support nature on our 

sites; digital inclusion initiatives; and facilitating various community groups, many of whom 

offered support to our tenants during the lockdown. The social return on this investment has 

included combating loneliness and isolation of our tenants. During 2019-20 we also secured 

£20,000 of Big Lottery funding to help further expand this valuable work.     

 

➢ Return on Capital Employed (ROCE) 

 

We are pleased to note that in relation to the return on capital employed (ROCE) financial 

ratio, Alpha’s performance has improved from 1.6% to 2.5% over the last year. This is 

primarily due the increase in our operating surplus achieved in 2019-20. This demonstrates 

the return we are achieving from our assets. 

 

➢ Management cost per unit 

 

Management costs per unit increased from £743 to £779 per unit during 2019-20 which is 

increase of 4.8% on 2018-19. While this is an above inflation increase most of our 

management costs were efficiently controlled and monitored throughout the year. 

However, the onset of the pandemic necessitated unforeseen expenditure on IT to allow 

staff to work from home and continue to provide operational services and support to our 

tenants during this unprecedented time. Due to the unwinding of the Accord Group, Alpha 

also spent more than in previous years on procuring new contracts. Although these exercises 

are not cheap, they will help ensure that tenants enjoy high-quality, VFM services for years 

to come, and that works are awarded fairly in accordance with procurement law and good 

practice. 

 

➢ Service charge cost per unit 

 

Service charge costs per unit increased significantly from £748 to £831. Primarily this was 

due to the introduction of the new Service Charge Policy. Implemented after consultation 

with tenants in 2018-19, this was introduced to make services more sustainable and bring 

Alpha’s practice into line with most other associations. Accumulated surpluses in our ‘Tenant 

Equalisation Account’ are being used to smooth the impact of these changes over several 

years. Obviously Alpha does not make any surplus on service charges and only seeks to 

recoup the cost of services provided. 

 



The main reason for service charge increases was led by tenants who requested a higher 

standard of grounds maintenance than previously achieved. This is being efficiently 

implemented through our new contractors Outwork, who themselves are a social enterprise 

providing a pathway for individuals with barriers to employment to return to work and 

contribute to the community. 

 

➢ Maintenance cost (planned, cyclical, reactive and non-capitalised major repairs) per unit 

 

As a provider of mainly sheltered housing for older people, Alpha incurs much higher than 

average social housing costs in the provision of it maintenance service due to the 

considerable cost of maintaining communal areas, lifts and fire safety equipment that is not 

required in most general needs housing. In 2019-20 the overall cost of our maintenance 

service reduced by £261.00 when compared with 2018-19. While we were successful in 

reducing reactive maintenance by £102.00 per unit, part of this result was due to only 

emergency repairs being carried out in the final month of the year due to the lockdown. 

Alpha continues to strive to reduce reactive costs through good asset management and for 

the most part this was achieved in 2019-20. The remaining reduction in costs was due to the 

scheduled cyclical programme costing less than the previous year.   

 

➢ Major repairs (capitalised only) cost per unit 

 

This figure more than doubled over the last year from £558 to you £1,215 per unit. This is 

primarily due to an ambitious programme of major works in 2019-20, especially the 

installation of new windows and doors in many schemes. 

 

In April 2020, one tenant wrote to us as following: 

 

We thought we should send you a rather belated “Thank You” for the fantastic job you 

have done on renewing our windows last November. 

 

We have been amazed and delighted not to have the wind coming through the windows 

that we had before and also at how much quieter the rooms are, when we can hardly 

hear the constant noise from the traffic from the roads roundabout, and even the trains 

going by when the wind came from that direction. 

 

This is typical of the positive feedback received following these major works and 

demonstrates how tenants value the ongoing high level of investment in their homes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



➢ Other Social Housing Costs 

 

Other social housing costs include support costs. As a mainly sheltered housing provider 

support costs equalled £494 of the £557 per unit cost incurred during 2019-20. Alpha 

continues to incur a deficit on the support services we provide as charges are frozen at 

the level Supporting People is prepared to pay for the service. As support charges were 

frozen for 10 years and then cut by 5% in April 2018, we have unfortunately had to 

slightly reduce the hours worked by our scheme co-ordinators to keep this deficit 

manageable. Alpha continues to believe that the support provided at our sheltered 

schemes enormously benefits tenants, enhancing their lives on a daily basis. Therefore, 

although the freeze in Supporting People funding is not sustainable over the long-term, 

Alpha will continue to absorb these costs for now. 

 

➢ Headline social housing cost per unit 

 

The headline social housing costs total of £4,414 includes our management costs, 

maintenance costs, service costs, support costs and capitalised major repairs. The 

increase in this figure from 2018-19 can be mainly explained by the increased 

expenditure on capitalised major repairs as outlined above. 

 

Management costs of £779.00 for 2019-20 included within this total of £4,414 represents 

17.7% of the Alphas total social housing expenditure which, viewed in context alongside 

our in-house KPIs, confirms that our day-to-day management performance in areas such 

as void and arrears control is at a high level compared to sector norms.  

 

It is testament to Alpha’s commitment to VFM that 82.3% of our total expenditure in the 

year 2019 -20 was used to directly reinvest in our stock, provide services and support to 

our tenants. 

 

Rent increase 

 

For 2019-20, a rent increase of 2% was applied to decontrolled [almost all] rents. This compares 

favourably to the 2.6% increase in state pensions most of our tenants received from April 2019. 

(However, as flagged above, it should be noted that changes were made to our service charge 

policy from April 2019 to make services more sustainable and bring our practice in to line with 

most other housing associations. This meant that most tenants’ service charges had to increase 

by more than inflation through the resulting adjustments.) Nonetheless, we believe that our 

overall weekly charges are at around median levels for sheltered housing in Northern Ireland and 

still represent good value for money. This should be confirmed when NIFHA provide updated rent 

benchmarking data for 2019-20. 

 

 

 



Overall financial performance 

 

Alpha’s headline financial results for 2019-20 were: 

 

Turnover     £5,901,249 

Operating costs     £5,107,613 

Operating Surplus    £793,636 

Total comprehensive income for the year £794,534 

 

Turnover increased by 5.2% compared to 2018-19. With operating costs reducing slightly from 

2018-19, this resulted in a 60% increase in the operating surplus at £793,636. Also, with very 

limited interest payments and exceptional costs, total comprehensive income for the year 

increased by 277% to £794,534. 

 

We believe this was a strong financial performance for the year. It reflects our priority to 

generate greater surpluses to facilitate the meeting of key objectives including building new 

homes. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Alpha is making good progress in our mission to deliver value for money to tenants. 

 

Overall, tenants are highly satisfied with the services they receive. Rents have increased less than 

tenants’ incomes, and the necessary service charge reforms put the funding of services on a more 

sustainable and fairer footing, whilst keeping increases in overall weekly charges manageable. 

 

Management and overhead costs are being effectively controlled. Alpha continues to invest at a 

high level in our stock, especially through strategic planned maintenance. 

 

Starting to build new social homes again in 2019-20 demonstrates Alpha’s commitment to 

leverage our assets to play our full part in helping meet unmet housing need, as well as 

continuing to provide quality, VFM housing and support to existing tenants. The £10 Million loan 

facility recently secured from Danske Bank, following several competitive offers, demonstrates 

local banks’ confidence in Alpha’s strong governance and management. We are likely to use the 

loan facility to ‘lock-in’ historically low interest rates on our private borrowing for new build over 

the next few years. 

 

We will continue to liaise closely with customers, especially through our Tenants Committee and 

Tenants Forum, in agreeing and monitoring the delivery of VFM priorities in the year ahead. 

 

In summary, Alpha continues to perform well in delivering VFM services to our tenants through a 

comprehensive and strategic approach. 


